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PROFILE  

Krispy Kreme is one of the leading coffee and doughnuts brands in the 

Philippines. It is an international food chain based in Winston-Salem, North 

Carolina where its parent company is situated. In the Philippines, Krispy Kreme is 

operated by The Real American Doughnut Company Incorporated. 

The Real American Doughnut Co. Inc. is owned and operated by the 

principal of the restaurant chain Max’s. The company is based in Makati, has 

factory stores in Fort Bonifacio, Greenhills, and SM Mall of Asia and has 14 other 

stores: 13 in Metro Manila and one in Pampanga. 

Mission-Vision 

Like any other food chain, Krispy Kreme’s vision is to be the most loved 

brand in their line of business. But what sets Krispy Kreme apart is not just their 

vision to be the leading doughnut and coffee brand but to offer as well, the 

sweet magical experience for everyone all the time. 

 Krispy Kreme’s global mission is to create the taste for good items and 

warm memories for everyone, everywhere as they continually improve through 

innovation, quality assurance, and caring service. In the Philippines, Krispy Kreme 

share the same mission in creating a magical experience for their guests through 

an uncompromising product quality which must be fresh, original, and has a 

unique taste; an uplifting and enriching the visit of their guest by listening and 

responding and making their stay surprising and delighting; a place that is 

welcoming, comfortable, well maintained, and setting the right mood and ; a 

team of service crews that is caring, confident, competent and treats everyone 

with respect. 
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Brief History 

Krispy Kreme began in 1933 when Vernon Rudolf, a doughnut maker, 

bought a secret recipe for yeast doughnuts from a French baker in New Orleans. 

Rudolf later moved to Winston, Salem where he opened up a wholesale business 

delivering doughnuts to groceries in locality. The first Krispy Kreme opened on 

July 13, 1937. 

 Over the following decades, new Krispy Kreme stores opened- some are 

owned by Rudolf and the others by franchisees. 

 In December 2001, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts opened a store in Ontario, 

Canada, the first store outside the United States. Since then, Krispy Kreme has 

expanded global operations rapidly. 

 On July 13, 2006, Krispy Kreme announced that it had awarded 

development rights to the Philippines. Kim Fuentebella, whose family owns the 61 

year old restaurant chain Max’s, made Krispy Kreme available to Filipinos through 

his company named The Real American Doughnuts Company Inc. 

 The first Krispy Kreme in the Philippines opened on December 26, 2006 at 

the Bonifacio High Street in Fort Bonifacio. The Mall of Asia factory opened its 

doors to the public on November 14, 2008. 

Rites and Rituals 

 Krispy Kreme has activities that are celebrated annually or as the top 

management may deem necessary. Activities are conducted for a certain 

purpose. An annual sales rally is being conducted to serve as their recognition 

event: this is to award stores and personnel who have performed well, this is as 

well a business review where the market position of Krispy Kreme stores are 
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discussed. An annual team building is facilitated to set good relationships 

between individuals of the Krispy Kreme team apart from their day-to-day 

activities. Outdoor activities are held as well such as mountain trekking. These 

activities are done depending on the interest of most team members. 

Logo/ Symbol 

 The Krispy Kreme logo (see Appendix C) was designed by a local 

architect named Benny Dinkins. The shape was inspired by the bowties that the 

Krispy Kreme bakers used to wear, the colors such as green, red and white and 

the “walking KK” letters were chosen by Vernon Rudolf. 

 The Krispy Kreme famous “hot light” is saying Krispy Kreme Original Glazed. 

Hot now (see Appendix D) is illuminated; it is clearly describing the doughnuts 

literally. The light is on whenever Krispy Kreme production team prepares the hot 

original glazed doughnut; the best time to grab a bite of a hot doughnut which 

you can get for free. 

Layout 

Krispy Kreme MOA is a typical family-type restaurant. Just like most coffee shops, 

the coffee preparation can be seen by the customers; what is interesting is that 

even the doughnut making can be viewed. Krispy Kreme calls it The Doughnut 

Theater.  Another new attraction is the drive-thru. We seldom see coffee shops 

that have a drive-thru and Krispy Kreme is the first in Asia to do this. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 

 Krispy Kreme maintains its brand; unlike a usual convenient store which 

you can find in almost every corner. Number of stores does not directly mean 

growth. As for Krispy Kreme, it preserves its image that Vernon Rudolph 

established 74 years ago in Winston-Salem. Krispy Kreme is a global brand and its 

image from one country to another does not differ. This clearly explains that 
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Krispy Kreme exhibits counterculture for they does not go or adapt with the 

values and trends surrounding it. 

 Team members of Krispy Kreme has a combined culture of being 

polychronic and monochromic. They value relationships as much as they value 

time. Multitasking is a common routine among its members but they see to it that 

they do not lose focus. As what Krispy Kreme MOA’s OIC said, “You cannot 

multitask if you don’t focus.” 

Typical Workday 

 Just like the usual food chains, Krispy Kreme’s typical workday is a day with 

lots of customers coming in. The store operates seven days a week including 

holidays; each day is divided into three shifts such as opening, closing and 

graveyard. With these shifts, teamwork plays a vital role in accomplishing tasks. 

Teamwork is needed in the transition of and within the shifts to ensure 

productivity. 

 Ensuring Magic Moments is Krispy Kreme’s number one goal. They define 

Magic Moments as establishing good relationships with customers bringing them 

100 % satisfaction. Customer Relations Specialist (CRS) are deployed to ensure 

that Krispy Kreme’s customers are having Magic Moments. 

 

Flow of Information and Channel of Communication 

 Krispy Kreme banks on quality customer relations, however, it is not usual 

that there are customers who may get displeased; customer complaints are the 

number one setback in the industry. Usual complaints are about their free 

doughnuts whenever the hot light is on. And since customers are used to get 

pampered by the team, a small shortcoming could already be an issue where 

complaints would arise. 
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 Customer Relations Specialists (CRS) are the frontliners in addressing issues 

of the customers; if these trained personnel could no longer handle the situation, 

the Manager-on-Duty (MOD) takes the issue. If the issue still needs to be 

escalated to a higher tier, the Officer-in-Charge or the General Manager himself 

would be the one to take care of it. Krispy Kreme makes it sure that they win 

back their customer’s trust before they leave the store. 

 Internally, problems may also arise; the common issue among the 

members of the team is their attendance. Poor performance may also be 

another thing but it is seldom seen among the members. These issues are stated 

in Krispy Kreme’s Code of Ethics. A violation or occurrence may result to a 

reprimand, oral in the first case, and then a written warning, through a memo, is 

issued on the second occurrence. Suspension may be included in the penalty 

that will be issued for another instance of violation. 

 

Management Theory 

 The interviewee, Ms. Alexandra Masangkay, calls her management 

strategy as “motherly approach” which is under the Contingency Theory. She 

imposes, leads, and facilitate as she show care to her subordinates. She acts as a 

mother in her team the same way she does in her personal life. Leading by 

example is her way of drawing teamwork and encouraging productivity among 

her team members. 

 

Motivation Strategies 

 Majority of the Krispy Kreme members are degree holders, they are with 

Krispy Kreme not just for a job bust for a rewarding career. Motivation is primarily 

drawn intrinsically where team members perform well for career advancement. 

Krispy Kreme rewards top performers promotion once in a while to recognize the 

dedication and excellence of its members. 
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 During general meetings, outings, and team building activities, they 

provide incentives to those who have done their job well. Above all, boosting an 

individual’s morale is more important that is why most managers praise team 

players in public to have them recognized whenever they do their tasks 

extraordinarily. 

GOODWILL 

 Goodwill in Krispy Kreme is very much important aspect in building long 

term relationship with its internal and external organization: that it is not all about 

the sales but as well as how they communicate and connect with their 

customers and as to their superiors, peers and subordinates, and how they 

respond to competition. One of the ways that they were doing is giving Magic 

Moments for everyone all the time through small things like making their guests 

feel welcome and comfortable whenever they visit the Krispy Kreme stores. As to 

their employees, they give seminars and trainings on the things that they need to 

know for them to be a very effective and efficient employees and most of all, to 

be empowered. 

Internal Goodwill 

 The Krispy Kreme team members treat each other as a family member. 

With the manager as the mother, the team work together in accomplishing tasks 

such as hitting forecasted sales and going beyond it and more importantly to 

provide their customers that magical moment. They define success not just by 

hitting target sales and giving magic moments but to establish good relationship 

with their co-employees as well. 

External Goodwill 

 Customers and competitors are Krispy Kreme’s external organization. 

Indeed, Krispy Kreme’s relationship with their customers is their priority: magical 

moments as what we have been hearing. Free hot original glazed doughnuts 

when the hotlight is on are the customers’ favorite. New treats come out every 
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season; this summer, Krispy Kreme has introduced the Mango Kreme Cake which 

is sure to get a smile from fruit lovers. As to competitors, Krispy Kreme has been 

playing fairly and does not copy nor create a same particular product just to 

compete as the usual routine of major food chains in the Philippines. The 

operations team’s tasks are just the build sales and give 100% customer 

satisfaction: competitiveness rests on the hands of people from the marketing 

department. 
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Appendix B: Interview Transcript. 
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